
Chocolate Ganache Tart with Oranges and
Pomegranates

Serving:
8-10

Type:
pareve (dairy-free), gluten free

Author:
adapted from a recipe by Danielle Rehfeld Colen

Notes:

Danielle Rehfeld Colen, creator of The Inherited Plate website, shared this
recipe with me when she prepared it for Rosh HaShanah. By substituting
winter citrus for fresh figs and using all dairy-free chocolate, this recipe
hits all of the marks for Tu b'Shvat, too. The genius of the recipe is that it
comes together in about 20 minutes, doesn't require baking, and is flexible
enough for creative fruit substitutions. Chocolate lovers, consider
yourselves forewarned!



Ingredients:

For the crust:

5 oz. sugar or plain cookies (I use Lucy’s gluten free and dairy free)

3 oz. shelled, unsalted pistachios

10-12 plump, moist dates, pitted

Pinch of sea salt

For the ganache and fruit:

1 cup or 200 ml coconut milk (use thick, cream skimmed from top of can
first)

2-3 Tb. creamy raw honey (or to taste)

13 oz. bittersweet chocolate, chopped (or chips)

3 oranges, peeled and surpremed; See link in blogpost to learn how to
supreme citrus

¾ -1 cup pomegranate seeds

Directions:

For the crust:

Place the cookies and pistachios in a blender or bowl of a food processor.
Add a pinch of salt and pulse until fine. Add 10 dates and pulse well until
the mixture feels soft and comes together like a dough. You may have to
add the additional dates one at a time to achieve the right consistency.
Press evenly into the bottom of an 11” fluted tart pan with a removable
bottom. Don’t worry about trying to press it into the sides of the tin. The
bottom is fine. Freeze while preparing the ganache.

For the ganache and fruit:



Scoop the creamy top part of the coconut milk into a measuring cup. Some
additional watery juices are fine but you want to use the ultra thick,
creamy part that separates first so don’t shake the can before using. In a
small pot add the coconut milk and honey. Heat over medium until bubbles
form at the sides of the pot. Add the chocolate and allow to sit for about 30
seconds. Whisk well until glossy and season with a pinch of salt.

Pour the ganache into the tart pan, gently lifting and tilting to even out the
chocolate over the crust. Starting from the outside, gently lay the orange
slices in a flower like pattern. You should be able to make 2-3 circles and
then place a few slices in the center. Start with the outer circle and move
inwards. Scatter the pomegranate seeds over the top concentrating on the
spaces between the orange segments. Chill in the refrigerator at least 2
hours before serving and up to a day in advance.

Tips:

from Danielle: When removing the bottom, do it gently and with a little
patience, working around the perimeter slowly.


